
   

SINGAPORE REVISTED 1995

by

George Thomas
(Ex L/Cpl RMP)

Introduction

This is the day by day story of a trip to the Far East in April 1995 made by George
Thomas, to initially visit Singapore, where he was posted and served as a National
Serviceman in 1957/8 for eighteen months, and his quest to visit the barracks in
which he spent those happy months of his life as a Military Policeman at 200 Pro
Coy.

The second part of the trip was to visit his son Trevor and Caroline, his girlfriend and
travelling companion, in Hong Kong and to generally have a good time with Trevor
before he left for home and another venture somewhere in the world.

The story is told as a series of entries in a diary with a few words and images to
enhance those days and ventures that were worthy of a special note and to explain the
fun had by George and sometimes the fear experienced as there was one such
occasion.

So the holiday starts with the drive to Heathrow Airport around the M25 with my
good friend who will be returning home with my car and will be enjoying the Sierra
for 3 weeks whilst I'm away.

   
So settle back, imagine that you are in the departure lounge of an International
Airport and prepare for boarding.



Days One & Two

Saturday 14th April & Sunday 15th April 1995   

After a pleasant, easy hassle free drive round the M25, we arrive at Heathrow Airport
and, after unloading the cases from the boot, I say "Good-bye" and wave as she drives
my car out from the airport at 1800 hours.

      I enter the check in hall and soon get the luggage off my hands so
that I can relax and wander about among the duty free shops. After a browse in the
shops I eventually buy some after shave, well it smelt good at the time!! I also bought
some Gin and a bottle of Makers Mark Bourbon whiskey, rather nice.   

   
I board the plane and as I had pre booked my seats I had a seat next to the exit with a
wide space in front of me. My travelling companion is a nice young Australian female
yuppie, a money market dealer who said she was related to Horatio Nelson and Liv
Ulman and who had a stinking cold and flu !!! We take off at 2230 hours.

   
Had a very good flight, the usual G & T and a packet of nuts followed by supper and
then we settled down for sleep, well I suppose I dozed rather than slept but it was
better than staying awake all night. It was strange really as we left Heathrow at 2230
hours at night and arrived in Singapore on Sunday night at 1815 hours, where did that
day go ??   

       Singapore Airport Arrivals
After clearing customs etc. I wander round trying to locate the accommodation kiosk,
I find it but everywhere on the board they hand you looks pretty expensive. I try
phoning the YMCA but it is full, it's a Sunday and all the travellers are in town I
suppose. I say to myself "Don't panic" and select a hotel. "The Metropole" in Seah
Street is a bit more expensive than I wanted to pay but I need a bed and they have a
vacancy so I book the room and get my gear into a cab and head off to the heart of
Singapore, it's good to be back after 37 years.



I sit in the front of the cab and he starts to drive along the Singapore roads, I'm
looking everywhere trying to recognise somewhere I know but it's all so different with
wide roads, buildings everywhere, bright lights and people and of course that intense
heat or rather warmth, it's a nice soft humid heat that has the nice smells of the trees
and plants. Mind you it smelt a bit different in 1957, we used to call it the island of a
thousand smells!! Rather pongy to say the least.

   
The driver is belting along the road in and out of the traffic, ha nothing changes, and
his little gadget that tells him he is exceeding the speed limit is flashing away!! As we
get near to my hotel he keeps telling me about the "Laffles Centre" and the "Laffles
Hotel" and it isn't until I suddenly realise what he is trying to say, yes you've guessed
it, he was saying Raffles Hotel etc., I did laugh to myself!!

The cab stops in Seah Street which is the street at the side of the Raffles Hotel and I
unload my cases myself and book in, the hotel is quite nice and air conditioned, the
usual marble everywhere I look and I get the security man to help me with my cases
as the bell hop is not about. I get to the room and ask for some ice and he calls back
minutes later with a load of ice in a plastic shopping bag!!

I pour a large G & T and get showered  and have a handful of M & M's as I'm hungry.
I'm ready to go out and I guess the time must be about 2100 hours.
I walk out into the night air and all the memories come flooding back when I used to
do night patrol on foot and in the landrover, the warm air just engulfs you and it feels
so good and the chit chats click away in chorus with the crickets and, of course the
roar of the traffic, I walk about like someone just released to freedom again and just
savour the sensation once again. I'm glad I came back!!

Now where to go ? It was quite strange at first, I felt that I should have known where I
was but because it had all changed so much I couldn't get my bearings so I decided to
walk along North Bridge Road as I recalled that Zam Zams was along here
somewhere in the Indian sector of town. I get a few strange looks from the Indians
thinking what on earth is a white guy doing around here, I had forgotten that whilst in
1957 it was a common sight to see Europeans in the area it was now 1995 and things
had changed, a bit!!

                                   

After walking for about half an hour I saw the name I'd been looking for but gasp,
shock horror, the place was all boarded up and was about to be redeveloped or
demolished, can you imagine my disappointment!! So now I'm really hungry so I walk
back until lo and behold I find myself in Bogus Street!!!!   
Nowadays it's squeaky clean, not the den of iniquity that we knew, I guess the most



risqué items on sale were pirate copies of CD's and tapes. Oh, by the way it’s not
where it used to be, it’s been moved to make way for a new MRT station.

I sit down at a table and one guy comes over with the menu and another with the
drinks list, I order an Anchor beer, well what else could I order!! Food wise, I order
the usual, mee hoon and nasi goreng and eat the bloomin lot. By now the jet lag is
catching up so I head for my hotel which somehow I found without any problem and
have a good nights sleep.

                            

Day Three

Monday 16th April 1995   

I breakfast in the hotel, it's a freebie!! coffee and toast. Guess what it's raining outside,
pouring down, so what, this is what the place is all about. I collect my camera and
head off to see the sights. My first stop is Raffles and the old Britannia club, the
pictures I took of these places look as though there is a thick fog, the camera lenses
had steamed up with the humidity!!   
                    

   

                 

Next stop was a trip round Raffles City, a large shopping mall, some place very
modern on many levels. I purchase a bacon and mushroom tart, a sausage donut and a
jam donut, about two million calories in all !!   

I walked up and down roads and streets trying to find somewhere I recognised and at
last I spot somewhere, the Capital cinema opposite St Andrews Cathedral. All the
memories came back as I see the external staircase and remember when we used to



come out from a midnight film show and the heat used to hit you as you stepped out
into the open.
   
 It’s amazing that is it still there, maybe it’s listed?
I now head for Marine Promenade and sit and eat my yummy food washed down with
a bottle of water!! Time to head off over Collyer Quay and pass the Merlion, symbol
of Singapore, another bit of the old place that looks out of place amongst the tall
office blocks that surround it.   

   

I go in and out of the many shopping malls and it starts to rain again so I find myself
at a place called Lau Pa Sat Festival Market, a market and eating place with many
stalls, it’s absolutely packed as it's lunchtime. I just had to have some more mee hoon!

                            

It stops raining and I walk over Elgin Bridge and see the place where Raffles landed
all those years ago. I now walk up Hill Street to Bras Basah Road looking for the
place where our downtown HQ was located but I was unable to even hazard a guess
where it used to be, quite sad really.

I am now at the top of Bras Basah Road and in Orchard Road which if you don't know
is the place where all the tourist hotels and shopping malls are located. So I go into
Plaza Singapore, look around, get bored and get the MRT back to City Hall. I'm now
getting a bit tired, it's 1600 hours so I walk thro Raffles Hotel Arcade and go back to
my hotel for a G & T and a well earned rest.

                  
It's now evening and time to eat and I plan to go to Joo Chat Road at Paya Leba for
some Malay food. I get the MRT and walk around the place but I'm the only white
face to be seen so I decide that it's not such a good idea after all and head back to



town and go to The Satay Club, an area with stalls cooking all sorts of good food,
mostly Malay. I order the beef and prawn satay and more mee hoon and nasi goreng
washed down with a couple of beers. So full of food and tired after a lot of walking
and a quite emotional day I head for my hotel and bed.

                            
Day Four

Tuesday 17th April 1995   

Today is the big day!! I awake at 0600 hours and plan my route out to Gillman
Barracks, I do this until 0700 hours and fall asleep, exhausted. After my free breaky I
set out hoping to get into the barracks, will I be successful ?
I get the No 166 bus from St Andrews Cathedral and pay my $0.80 and follow the
route on the bus map I bought earlier, such a good little guide for Bus and MRT
services with each stop named and where it is i.e. opposite , after, outside say, Ayer
Rajah Ind Estate etc., such a good idea for an old soldier returning!

     Remember this?       St Andrews Cathedral

Can you imagine, I was all eyes looking for some reference point and not seeing one!!
I must have travelled this route so many times in the landrover on the way to and from
duty then the bus turned a corner into Alexandra Road and there it was, the barrack
block on what they call Gillman Heights. I leap to get off but miss the stop and have
to walk back.

   
This is the new school playing fields where our sports field used to be located but in
the background you can see the MT Building and right at the very back on top of the
hill is the barrack block and this is what I saw when I got off the bus!



The adrenaline is now running high as I look thro the wire fence and can see the old
M T yard. I walk along the road until I come to the entrance of a new school and walk
passed their gates and arrive at a pair of gates to the barracks that are wide open, no
sentry in fact not a soul about, no signs saying keep out etc., The road in looks very
overgrown and uncared for, not at all like a military establishment.

   

I decide to walk in until someone says stop, I proceed very cautiously and find myself
at the foot of the steps that lead up to 200 Pro Coy!! The path is so heavily overgrown
that it has disappeared but I know that a path is there so up I venture treading
carefully until I can just make out the badges.   

   
Onwards up I go until the old bath house comes in sight (I remember that bath book
that we all used to have to sign each week to say that we had a bath!!!)   

   
and then, there it was, the barrack block!   



       

I just stood and gazed that after all the years that had passed by, some 37 years, here I
was stood standing looking at the old place.
The next place I see is the old cookhouse and so many memories come flooding back,
the lads queuing for their meals, those rabbit curries and L/Cpl Nobbs saying "Boy do
I like jelly!" All the table legs stood in bowls of water to stop the ants climbing up the
legs and that little ACC chap who did our cooking. I'm afraid as you will see from the
photos that the place is being consumed by the undergrowth fast!!

After taking all that in I go round to the front of the block past the MOR toilets and
have a look in all the offices, the armoury and of course the Duty room where I spent
many hours of my life which on reflection was such a waste but too late to look
back!!   
The Corporals Mess had been removed and had obviously been turned into a bit of a
parade ground, it looked so large an area without it.   

I walked out and looked up and saw all the guys on the balconies looking down,
Taylor's 774 & 414, that reprobate Major and i/c Anti Vice Cpl Abbott's, they were all
there in my mind. Which must have looked strange if anyone was watching as I was
just standing there all alone and in some sort of trance!!, boy this is nostalgia gone
wild.

I get to the end of the block and go up the stairs to the first floor and someone has
already opened the door by pulling it off it's hinges so I go in and take a few moments
to reflect on more memories, the rows of bunks and bodies lying there under the fans,
which are still there, George the ice cream man coming in and Dalty La making the
beds and cleaning the kit all for $2 a week. One memory that I recalled was when I
would come back from a Corporals Mess party and usually be a bit brahms and liszt,
so on lying down the room used to go around and around so I developed the technique
of going to sleep sitting up, that stopped it.!

                
First Floor                                                        Top Floor



Another memory was the times when we used to set light to the beds to get rid of the
bed bugs that used to eat us alive. I did a tour of the balcony and called in at the
barbers shop but he wasn't there!!   

Time to move on up to the top floor and have a look round but this floor didn't hold
any memories for me as I never slept up there, looking back I cannot recall who did ?
I guess it was the MOR's.

On the way down I use the loo on the first floor just for old times sake!! and see the
shower I got into one morning after returning from a Chinese New Years Eve
celebration that I recall involved drinking copious amounts of rum. As I was on duty
the next morning at 0600 hours I dare not go to sleep, so to stay awake I sat in the
shower for an hour or so with the water cascading on me, it worked and I went
downtown to do my early shift but by 1000 hours I couldn't stop shaking!!! Still when
I finished my duty at 1400 hours I headed straight for my pit and did I sleep !!!!   

So after all this I find that I'm running out of film and didn't bring a spare roll with
me. I just had to have a photo in front of the block so I found an old bit of iron frame
and dragged it out to the middle of the parade ground and after putting two sticks in
the monsoon ditch to mark its location I set the camera on self timer and dashed to
my place and the following picture is for you to see that I really was there in front of
the duty room.

   

I stayed awhile longer and walked slowly up the hill and looked back and took just
one more photo and then said good-bye as I had done 37 years ago on my way home
to UK and demob.   

   



On the way out I passsed the block where we were first billeted on arrival to avoid us
getting too many bad habits from the mob that were already there, silly idea but you
can't argue. I continue past the RE's cookhouse and see the bath where 4 of us got in
to after some function, mad as hatters!!

      

I also pass the swimming pool that is so overgrown it has almost disappeared and
again the thoughts of how lovely it used to be to go for a swim after a hot day doing
some duty somewhere in the heat, just to splash about was sheer bliss.

   

    A closer look,sad isn’t it?

I pass the M O's building where I used to spend so much time going sick and being
excused boots. Next, the MT yard and it looks so small, the place was wide open so I
had good look round and on the way out to the gate I found a coconut palm just lying
in the gutter and growing and was dearly tempted to try and bring it home as a
souvenir.

           

It was time to leave and as I was walking through the gates I spotted a janitor sitting
watching me who said something but I just carried on and as I passed him said that I



was here a long time ago, he smiled and waved. As I start to go out onto Alexandra
Road and start walking up the road I looked back and waved good-bye to the old
place and I cried a tear or two, it was weird feeling to have returned to somewhere so
far from home after all that time but my emotions got the better of me.

I was so full of the incredible experience that had just happened that I sat down on the
pavement and wrote out these notes so as not to forget a thing, people passing must
have wondered what the hell I was doing but I didn't care. By now It was hot and
humid and I was tired and very thirsty so I walked to the end of Alexandra Road
which is now a dual carriageway with high rise office blocks on both sides of the
road. I was looking to see the BMH and there it was and they have preserved one
block of the old building and replaced the rest with a new modern hospital.   

   

My trip down memory lane was almost at a close when I saw an eating house across
the road in a parade of shops and staggered in a sat down on the first available seat
and ordered an orange drink. On the table was a guy having a cup of tea and a smoke.
A minute later his mate joined him and was closely followed by the waiter carrying a
bowl of gorgeous looking stuff, noodles, soup and prawns floating on top so I said I
would like some of that also and it turned out to be Singapore Laksa.   

            It was delicious, you should try it sometime!!

I said to the guy was it hot? He replied that it wasn't too bad! What I will tell you is
that it was absolutely lovely and, a bit on the hot side, well I couldn't talk and my nose
didn't stop running and I drank all the orange drink and had more, but I could go a
bowl right now no problem!! I finished the meal and felt great and ready to go on with
my tour. So after having an interesting chat to the second guy whose sons were both
in England, one studying law in Birmingham and the other at St Thomas's studying
medicine, small world isn't it, I left and said my farewells.

On his recommendation I decide to go to see Nee Soon but after having difficulty
getting a bus I go to the World Trade Centre and get a bus from there. By now it is
bucketing down and I mean pouring so I just sat on the bus as it made it's way to Nee
Soon which is now known as Yishun and has to be seen to be believed, block after
block of flats, there must be over a thousand blocks there which is where the majority
of the people of Singapore live I suppose.



I got off at the end of the route and after a look around the local shopping mall and a
cup of coffee in the Delifrance I get the MRT back to City Hall and back to my hotel.
In the evening I had a couple of G & T's in a jazz bar but it was dead so I moved off to
the Ponderosa and had a bit of a blow out meal before calling it a day, and what a day,
one to remember for a very long time.

However, it didn’t end just like that for as I was trying to get to sleep I could hear a
cat meowing and after a while looked out the window to see that a cat was in a flower
bed opposite and was trapped out there, still that's another story that will have wait for
another day.

Day Five - The Last Day

Wednesday 18th April 1995   

Well, this day was spent going out to Sentosa Island and Mount Faber and having a
thoroughly good time and riding in the cable car etc. Once again this story will have
to wait for now.In the evening I just had to round the trip off with a curry and went to
an Indian Restaurant that was on the riverside near Elgin Bridge where there are many
restaurants all after your custom. I had a gorgeous chicken curry with all the
trimmings and a cheese nan, well, that nan was so good I had another one so you can
imagine I went back to my hotel with a rather full tummy and very contented.   

                            

I walked back to my hotel very slowly taking in the smell of the warm air and
enjoying the feel of the place once again and remembering my nights on foot patrol
on the few occasions I got to wear boots!!

              

See, I did wear boots, sometimes!!!

So there we have it, my visit to Singapore, it was good to have returned but so much
has changed that it could be anywhere really except for the few places that still
remain. After I left I thought I should have gone to the railway station that I guess was



still there and hadn't changed much over the years. I don't expect I will ever return
unless I stop over there on my way to Australia in a few years time, we shall have
wait and see!!!

Read and enjoy, it’s a been a pleasure and bit of fun producing this story!


